The address 1301 E. Taylor first appears as a structure in the 1958 Wilmot's Harlingen Telephone Directory. It houses the Valley Girls Residence. Although it is adjacent to the First Christian Church, there is nothing found in this church's records tying the residence to the church. In the 1959 and 1959-60 directory, it states “No information.” In the 1961 directory the 1301 address isn't even cited and the same goes for 1962.

In 1963 Ida Mustain is listed at the address in Cole's (reverse) Directory. The 1965 listing of Wilmot's notes Ida Mustain houseparent supervisor Valley Children's Services 1301 E. Taylor while the street address section lists Mrs. Frances Jackson at the address. Within the directory Jackson is noted to be assistant director Bobo's Baby Bank while living at 1301. In 1965 she is still at that address, but her occupation is now at a hotel. Also living at the address is housekeeper Maria Martinez. The 1966 listing remains the same for both these individuals. Jackson is now employed as a telephone operator with the Sun Valley Motel.

For whatever reason the Cole's Directories in the following years—1969 through 2012, omit 1013 E. Taylor entirely. This is a oversight for the day care center, Blocks for Tots, has occupied the one-story structure, said to be initially owned by John York and Associates, for some time.